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Europe between 3000 and 2500 B.C. It should have left traces not only in
the early Babylonian and Greek mathematics, but also with the Indians and
Chinese. It should have been characterized in particular by an extraordinary
knowledge about Pythagorean triples and by the theorem of Pythagoras on
right triangles. An exciting exposition of these theses can be found in the
book Geometry and Algebra in Ancient Givilizations (Springer, 1983) which is
devoted to the algebra of the ancient times. A continuation entitled A History
of Algebra (Springer, 1985) concerns the history of algebra from the Arabs until
about 1930. Finally, van der Waerden’s book Sources of Quantum Mechanics
(North-holland, 1967) is also of a historical nature, containing a rich source of
material on the history of quantum mechanics.

Let us hope that in the near future all his research papers, which contain so
many new and diverse results, will be brought together in a Collected Works
of B.L. van der Waerden.
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later astronomers) After 500 B.C. the Babylonians developed simple and not

so simple aritlmnictical schemeS for the prediction of celestial phenomena. Baby

loniami clay tablets contaiiiing astronomical coniputat ions have been excavated

since the middle of the last century, and part of the complicated mathematical

methodology was clarified by the pioneering work of three Jesuit scholars in

Cernianv around 1880. Iii 1955, 0. Ntu;EBAtTER [4) published all available

astronomical clay—tablets in his Astronomical Cuneiform Texts (A CT,).

Van der Wacrden’s main contribution to he understanding of Babylonian

lunar theory will be presented here on the basis of clay tablet No. 1 published

in ACT (vol. 3). Figure 1 displays part of Neugebaner’s transcription of the

front of the tablet. Time tablet consists of columns of numbers, which are

intermediary stages in the computation of the times of full moon and lunar

eclipses. Like most other tablets, the tablet is severely damaged, and the

numbers and symbols in square brackets [1 are Neugebaucr’s restorations.2

2,4 bar 1,59,35,33,20 1)1,26) 14,55,39.15,33,201

gu4 2,2.21.28,53,20 12, [81 4, [33,55,33,201

sig 2,5,7,24,26,40 12,50 4, [8,6,54,48,53.20]

u 2,7,53,20 [13,32) [3,42,18,16,17,46,40]

[i]zi 2,10,39,[15],33,20 [14,14] [3,16,29,37,46,40]

[kin] 2,13,25,11,6,[40] [14,56] [2,50,46,40)

[due] [2],16,11,6,]40] [15,38] [2,40)

[apin] [2,1)5,12,35,33,1201 [15,34] [2,4)0

[gan] )2,12],2[6,4]0 14,52 2,41,46,4[0]

[ab] [2.9,40,44,26,40] 14,10 3,2,33,15,11,6,40]

[ziz] [2,6,54,4)8,53,20 13,28 3,28,21,[43,42,13,20]

[ge] [2,4,]8,53,20 12,46 3,54,10,[22,13,201

FIGuRE 1.

The Babylonian astronomers wrote the number lOp + q (for p, q integers,

0 <p < 5,0 < q < 9) as p left angle-brackets < , immediately followed by q

thin wedges. Larger numbers and fractions were represented sexagesimally, and

the different sexagesimals were separated by narrow spaces. Thus the number

293,) 4 . 60 + 53 + 30 .
601 was written as follows: four thin wedges, a

narrow space, five angle-brackets plus three thin wedges, a narrow space, three

angle-brackets. I will transcribe this sequence of wedges and angle-brackets

according to Neugebauer’s convention, thus: 4,53;30. The Babylonians had no

special symbol to separate the integer from the fractional part of the number,

‘Some of the Babylonian records were transmitted to Greece; Ptolemy (150 AD.) used

Babylonian observations of lunar eclipses that occurred in 721—720 B.C.

2The missing numbers can be restored as soon as one knows the mathematical structure

of the columns. Sometimes it can be proved in this way that various fragments, which may

even be in different museums, once belonged to the same tablet.

and therefore the reader ni C; ii mon t i I r q nec can also

be transcribed as 4;53.3( r 4 4.30 The o I ( in pr tin, an only be

determined from t he asi mm in, icc) coiO cxl . ‘I lie I Ia wini ,,ai, as ran om ners had

a special sy n bol for zero w I, id, was used I et w ‘Ci I Wi ii’ Ill 7’ rn exagesi in

but jiever at the begmnni ; )r t end ,f iii,

‘Flie tablet in Fig ii ( I dis led (Iron ft t g t in ol ins. v, loch I

have indicated by h, nioil,i ii liiIiii(S oft he In,, , ins cliii,iti 4 in lieni I n,ontll,

4). F, C). For our pi ir a isi
- on ii t lie Ii rst 51.1111 at si ‘it! cii I tilt Ii ci d unins

arc nnport ant I a ill firs di t ,s what i t’ k a, a lie ‘ol imns in

1955, the year in wha hi A T acs pull

The first coltmniii begins wit Ii a rear nun la r 2 1 21 ii tl,i’ Scleucid Era.

A Seleucid r’ear cOnsist if 12 a 13 i 0001 1 a, ci uI 1 huh’ t li u” the In rio 4 bet weeii

tw first sightings of I In na ‘cia ci I. 1 cv lb n Ic years of 13

mont lis were intem calat 1 cc, nug to a rI, n a 1 , a 12 years of

12 months, with the resu t that the beginnnu.’ of t lie Ii dh a :, lear S clost to

the beginning of spring. ear no 1 in th S,’lciictd I’ In ccii in April 310

(= April 311 13.C. ), so tl tablet is oi th pen be ‘en II i ing of — 187

and (lie spring of 186 1 s abols “hi g Ii nones of the

Successive itmont lis of I In v a 1 hesc nai Ic’ a’ C ur,,Iu alt a ,i’ 1 II II in

Figure 2.
The second column di t h1 s ,,liies of fun t ion i a’! led 4 in the

modern literature (foib i t ii cnt,oi f 14 e r , at hematical

structure of 4’ has been 1 iioa r sim e I $t) <P i” a igJa ‘ ni,,’l a,: a zigzag—

function is a periodic and ph ccwise line ir function that onill ites between

its maximum,, Af(—r 2,17 4 13.53 20) and nLinihuurnii in - 1 — 1 7,16,10) (see

Figure 2 for a graph ( p i i i t, F igui ‘ I it n such graphs

arc to be found on flab nina elar tab “I In’ toil s a rendered in

sexagesimnal notation: therelore Al 2,601 117601 4 .1 till’ ‘p la-tip2 a 5360’ +20

in units of the last sexat csimncl fit cause we 4, not kona a hat this number

means, we cannot say w e I senncoloi do 1 h H st cases, the

difference between suct’e’ su’. e s 1 ties 4) CX am 4) (A I d r — d, where

d 2,45,55,33,2(1 is a oitst alit. 4’ increases in tins way nut it 414X) -I—ti > .11’,

then 4’(X + 1) = .4!
-

(4) - 4 Al). Then 4) deere sen lot ii 4)(X) — d < in,

then 4)(X + 1) in f ( 4) A ) 4 d N A 4 rt i a’ again, and so

on. -

The period of 4) is “ 13.94 mont hr l’ti’is if the table of full

moons is continued, I he “‘inue values of 4’ mc’- ur tift or _ n int”rva I of 44$ periods

6247 months 505 c i . Ic ,ius< Hal yl at i in ni ‘4 stronomy did

not extend beyond the riod etween iOO B am In am and because

in almost all tablets the same function 4’ was used, we ‘‘an n-c’ a single value

of 4) to determine the date of a full moult t chalet This is of ml crest because

most of the tablets w 1 ave sc badil Ito a a) t tIn ‘,ear numbers

and the names of thc in I Ii. a issmg t it Ic N i II in exception).

Kugler, tIme ,lesuit scholar who deciphered the lii st astronomical tablets

around 1880, t hought t Ii ‘it <1’ a as related In the appar cot di,ni,ei or of the moon.

Neugebauer called 4) “i it 14 ‘ci itt toll” a i 4 in ‘a t catty related

4

month 4) ... F G
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to two other functions F and G, which are tabulated in the sixth and seventh

column of tile table (see Figure 1, in which the third, fourth and fifth columns,

dealing with the position of the sun, the length of daylight and the lunar lat

itude have been omitted). To avoid confusion, the maximum, minimum and

constant difference of 4) will be indicated from now on as M, m and 4.
The sixth column displays values of a function F, the lunar daily motion in

degrees. As a matter of fact, F is an abbreviated form of a function F’ which

appears on other tablets and which is a zigzag-function with maximum MF

= 15;56,54,22,30, minimum mF = 11;4,4,41,15, and constant difference dF. =

0;42,0,0,0. The unit of measurement is the degree (note that the Babylonian

astronomers introduced the division of the circle into 360 degrees). Experience

tells us that 4) and the unabbreviated function F* are exactly in phase. The

abbreviated function F on tablet No. 1 has the same constant difference, but

since the maximum and minimum are rounded to MF = 15;57, mF = l1;4, the

period of F is slightly different from that of F’ and 4).

In the seventh column we find values of a function C, which indicates the

length of the synodic month. G(X) is the time interval from the full moon in

month X -- 1 to the full moon in month X. The synodic month is always 29

days plus a fraction, and the Babylonians only recorded the fraction in “time

casing ‘at
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difference, because the minima of O come (1
— ) synodic months later

than the maxima of 4>.
Because the Babylonian time-degree corresponds to 4 modern minutes (units

of time), the last sexagesimal in a nuniber such as C2 — 4,46; 42,57,46 indi
cates of a second. It is obvious that the Babylonians could not measure
such small time-intervals. The functions 4> and C therefore belonged to a math
ematical model, the motivation of which was unclear in 1955, when Neugebauer
published his Astronomical cuneiform Texts.

Around that time a clue was found by the famous assyriologist A. Sachs,
Neugebauer’s colleague in the History of Mathematics Department at Brown
University in Providence (11.1.). On a tablet for the computation of 4>, Sachs
was able to read the sentence

“17,46,40 is the addition or subtraction for 18 years”.

We have seen the number 17,46,40 = before, in the computation of G
from 4> near the extrema. Sachs observed that “18 years” is tIme Babylonian
name for a period of 223 synodic months, which is nowadays called a Saros
period. The Saros period is important in (ancient and modern) lunar theory
because it is very nearly an integer multiple of the periods of two other lunar
phenomena, namely the anomalistic month (the mean period of lunar velocity)
and the draconitic month (the mean period of lunar latitude). Lunar and solar
eclipses often occur with intervals of 1 Saros, so the Babylonians probably
discovered the Saros period by analysing the eclipse observations that had
been made since the eight century B.C.

Sachs’ work was continued by NEuGEBAuER [5]. Neugebauer showed that
4>(X + 223)— 4>(X) =. ±17,46,40, so the passage which Sachs deciphered makes
sense. Thus we can write

4>(X + 223) — 4>(X) — ±4.

Neugebauer noticed that 4> and C have the same period; hence also

O(X + 223) - O(X) =

Since d — 25; 48,38,31,6,40 = . 4, he concluded

O(X + 223) - O(X)
— ±4

and he stated that “4> measures time in comparing the length of lunations one
Saros apart” [5, p. 8]. Thus the unit of measurement of 4> is the time-degree.4
however, the precise meaning of 4> and the connections between 4> and C were
still unclear to Neugebauer.

Now Van der Waerden enters the scene. In the first edition of his book
Science Awakening (1966) [8], pp. 148-153, Van der Waerden explained the
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numl)er. They would say “the 2;13,20 of this month is 1:59,48. ...“, meaning:
4) of this month is 1;59,48 In the second edition of Science Awakening [9,
pp. 226-229}, Van (icr Vlaerden included the evidence found by Aaboe, but he
omit.4 ed most of the reasoiung which he had used to unravel the meaning of
4)6

Vte now turn to another example of Van der Vlaerdens research. concerning a
11 let I ova I I ml ian Illet In el for compu ing planet arv posit ions, winch appeared in
11w i<iiandakhtdiwaka of Brahmagupt a (7111 century) and in a variety of other
Sanskrit astronomical textbooks of the same period. First we have to explain
sonw basic principles of geocentric motion and the corresponding technical
terminology. From a geocentric point of view, the sun moves around the earth
£ in a period of one year, with a slightly varying velocity depending on its
position in the ecliptic. Ihe motion is slowest in the late spring, when the sun
in the sign Gemini. and is fastest in the late autumn, when the sun is in the
sign Sagittarius. The medieval indian astronomers explained the solar motion
as follows (Figure 3). They considered a point Al moving uniformly in the
plane of tile ecliptic on a circle with centre the earth E, and the assumed that
the sun S moved uniforuilv on a ‘ery small circle with centre A!. The rotations
of Ptl and S are in opposit.e directions but with the same period (a year), so
MS is always parallel to a line from E to a fixed point A, which is located
ill the sign Gemini in the ecliptic. Point A is the apogee; in other words S
is at tile greatest distance from the earth when Al is at A.7. Tile large circle
is called the deferent. and tile Indian astronomers put its radius I? equal to
sonic integer (for example 150). They called the small circle a manda-epicvcle.
and they expressed its radius r1 in the same units as B. Numerical values for
the ratio r1, : B and tile position of A in the ecliptic were determined from
observations of the StIll or derived from earlier Indian or Greek sources.

lii order to compute the position of the sun S at a given moment, the as—
trononiers first found the angle i = ZAIEA, called tile “centre,8 as a linear
function of tulle. ‘1 hen tile astronomers computed by elementary trigonometry9
tile manda correction jt(tc) = LSEAI. Then is ja(is) gives the apparent position
of S with respect to the apogee A.

The velocity of the other planets as seen from tlle earth depends to some
extent on their positions irk time ecliptic, bitt to a mnuch larger extent on their
posit ions with respect to the sun. io account for tile second effect, the Indian
astronomers used a second type of epicycle, the sighra-epicycle (Figure 4),
which is a larger epicycle wit Ii centre C and radius r0. The centre C rotates
uniftrrnly on a deferent circle with radius B and centre the earth E. For the
superior planets, the planet P moves uniformly on the sighra-epicycle such

tThe relation between and G is also explained in Neugebauer’s llAMA [6, vol. 1, pp.505-51 l[, but I find his explanation less clear than that given h Van der Waerden.
7The Indian astronomers knew that the apogee A is variable, but the variation is so slow

that the effect is only noticeable after centuries.
8The term is knlron in Greek, “kendra” in Sanskrit, suggesting a transmission from

Greece to India
9’rtie Indian a.stronomners invented the sine function.

Fl;tlu 3

that line PC is alway aralit to EM wins i il a’ j ng the Earth
and the centre of the inandn—cp cyck of the Sm ‘° In hi ass of Jupiter, for
instance, P revolves on lbs sighra—epicvcle in approximately 400 days) I the
period between two superior conJunctions. 111(1 C rev o’ on the deferent in
about twelve years wh fri the ins dora it ow tile period of
Jupiter’s revolution & ii I ti sun)2 Fhs aoi is I szqhro-epicycle
was again expressed in te samt units u, I he r tdne, f the deferent circle.
The parameters of tile model were derived from olas’rvations or copied from
earlier sources.

Let EC intersect th opicycie at Q The 1 dian roan ‘rs found the
anomaly a = ZQCP as limar functiom of a e I s and the con
stant R they found by r ientr3 trigon iii c h is gre correction
LPEC =

From the Indian point of view, reality is more conil$icated titan tile preceding

50Thus point P on the szqi es eplet ne dos’s not rcvols with ii ains gular velocity as
point C on the deferent; th and p yck’ res ss si Ii thi sn5 velocity as the
deferent, but in the opposits I rn t
15The revolution is ms’s. wit respect t( a’ L
‘2To make the connect 1 in ‘siti S lseliocsntris model, onir is t ar, elogramn ECQZ

and suppose that the sun is at ;s
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model suggests. The Indian astronomers knew that the velocity of the planet
also depends on its position in the zodiac, and they therefore assumed that
each planet had a ,szghra-epicycle as well as a rnanda-epicycle like the sun (with
a different fixed point A and a different r for each planet). The next problem
was how to combine the effects of the manda- and sighra-epicycles. The Indian
astronomers prescribed various procedures for the computation, in the style
of a cookbook, but they did not answer the question of how the manda- atid
sighra-epicycles fit together in one geometrical model.

I will now discuss Van der Waerden’s analysis 17] of the procedure described in
the Khandakhadyaka of Brahrnagupta (seventh century). I use the notation u
for the rnanda—correction (ZMEA in the model without sighra-epicycle, Figure
3, with parameters A and r adjusted to the planet) and a for the sighra
correction (t PEC in the simple model without manda-epicycle, Figure 4).

1. Find angles c and a (as linear functions of time).
2. Compute the following quantities:

a + u(a)
K2 — K

1(3 = K
— 1L(K2)

Van der Waerden s Detec Wor Mathern3ti (tron

= +u(o

Then a4 is assumed to lie the arc beta eon 4 and 1 lie posit m of the planet
as seen from the Ear 1

This procedure do a d a a make e fr am ci point of view.
Of course it is not am ai t ass one th c t is a i mrs explained
the planetary niot a ii is t I to wi t a e a i of sist cot model,
nvolving a point P tnovi: n ii eph vi h . th cent i of ii 1i I i ices on another

epicvcle etc. In lndini natnrd philnso1 1\ till <bc lot oils of I lie pb;lneIs from
iinforin 111011011 WelO iii 1111)1110(1 to tiic cbcitiw Slq/iiml ii ( and
lIandOlcu “Apogee who won sitting in the iodiia and tiufli g the planet in
one way or the otll( t lii II 1 glit lit 1 11110 tIle, cads of wind.
Nevertheless, one in p k a i t he rat k a as Van <icr
Waerden came up wit lii I a ing CXI h It 5)1

First he showed bt toot he at mob ant ‘isis t h e i, ftc Indian as—
tronoiners is very n ark <‘qial to the P /i 1’ iii I ho so—I .111) <1 eqilant model
IFigure 5) in the Almrtg sf ol the (reek astrononier Pt ohms 0)11011 was written
around AD. 150) Ii I hi. inodc 1. the plane’ P Inovc. iinifornik on an epicvcle
with centre C’ and r idius r’ i I I m on a It root i a it ii radius 1?
and centre F, whiel I e i t I mcid 1 1 t hI I’ F 1’ extended
ntersects the eclipta A a 1 A w ti ut I a ottO We now
ntroduee the cquatlt ant a the poin 11110 1< <1 t F = FG, We

let CC’ intersect t he Cpiovi lo at Q’ and as jiit 0’ Q’( lP at I o’ a C’ C4’.
Ptolemy assitnies that I lie niot ion is such t lint o and as are linear ftinct ions of

time. (Thins the motion oh I is tiniforni 01111 respect to the 1 )‘lniit point C).
Using Taylor expansions \ ti let \\a r I ‘ii show 11 at I Z PIA’ if in

Ptolemy’s model a 1 I ke a
, / 4’ at’ - a, The

Lpproxi1nat ion is c q uat ti I I c ignored
with respect to i? TI is I am for II at 1 pt r F F&

According to Van dot \\a i en, the a ii h 1110 t ii 01(11< t between the
Indian texts and the rh/muql at l’annot b 0 0011101 Iono< If cc assume that
the Indian model produes 1(00(1 approxinuitions tt the real posit ions, we can
explain the coincideiucc, because Ptolei is a equant niodol C cn also be used
o predict planetar p wit 11)11 c’urat elI Howec An + cerden prefers

the hypothesis that t it tical as mt dat 1 as e eqtiant tnodel
and the Indian lo’o( el i i snIt a is. a a All modern
historians believe that tlue In u astron wi crc an A I did not know
Ptolemy’s Alrnag< st. be ama there is no traoe of I tolemaic trigononietrv and
Ptoiemaic spherical nat rononiv in 1ndia. However, it is well known that Greek
astronomical works written before Ptolems (or at boat not iii the Ptolemaic
tradition) were transmit tod to India. Van d r \Vaerd< ti noa Jr cc s the following
conclusions about th tstorI I he cpu, at tnork

1. The equant mo t I cc beer wei r fore Ptoletny.
(This is rather a evobu ion try cow 1 ,uon

2. The “Indian” proccdur for the computation niiisi hise been invented in
Greece, as part of an approximate c’oltlptltal P n of planetary positions in
an equant model
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3. The inventor must have been a great mathematician, probably Apollonius
of Perga (ca. 200 B.C.), who worked with epicycles and knew trigonom
etry.

4. The approximate computation (but not the geometric model) were trans
mitted from Greece to India, probably via (pre-Islamic) Iran. Van der
Waerden found traces of a similar (but simpler) method in the astro
nomical handbook of al-KhwarizmI (ca. A.D. 830), who used pre-Islamic
Iranian sources.

There seems to have been little reaction to Van der Waerden’s explanation in
the modern literature. As far as I know, his conclusions regarding Apollonius
of Perga as the possible author of the approximation method have not been
accepted by other historians. However, his analysis is an interesting piece of
work, which could lead to further research. It would be interesting to make
a numerical comparison between the planetary positions predicted in the fol
lowing three ways: by means of Ptolemy’s equant model and by means of
the Indian procedures (with historically attested parameters, and in a relevant
time-interval, say, between 200 B.C. and A.D. 800), and according to modern
recomputations. Thus one can try to find out whether the mathematical co
incidence is the result of a historical connection or of a close correspondence
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I know of no detailed investigation of the overall accuracy of Babylonian (or
Greek) lunar theories, but it seems that the Babylonian theories provided very
reasonable predictions of lunar eclipses and first sightings of the lunar crescent.
We have to bear in mind that the Babylonians possessed neither accurate clocks
nor instruments for measuring the longitude and latitude of the moon at a given
instant. It is a historically interesting question how the complicated Babylonian
theory of 4) and G could have been derived from observations. This question
has been elucidated in a recent paper by Mrs. L. BItAcK—BF;RNsEN [2], see
also J.P. BRVITON [3].

AcKNowL[;L)cIsIi:NT. I am grateful to Miss SM. McNab for linguistic advice.
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Van der Waerden Foundattons of A ge rilc Geometry
J.H. de Boer

Langstraat 103, 6596 BN Milsbeek The Nethor!sod

This talk has oat ui us ti e ‘sits ( rn s ) c. iods in time
The middle part is on as dci Vaerd n’s e I up e gi in ,eries of papers
republished in 1983 [21 and in his Einfiil.isinq [1] of l0ii lS( ‘siid edition 1973).
This is roughly the pcniod 1925—1975. Ii order o appreciate ht, work, we
must go back to thi sit ion i us wli< no t I so Icr part of the
Italian algebraic ge u’ ‘ whii Set en s t s d ui ta So the first
part of the talk is abtul Seven ideas ha porn I I ‘t s or: work is about
1900—1950. For the third pant. take (lie period 195(1 2001.. 1 cannot escape the
somewhat tricky quest ior wh’st is, or s ill I c. liii I at ii sip ificance of Van
der Waerden’s fouw i I no xp’ . ‘sl only make
a few remarks.

1. Ssvtni’s ALGEBRA1( GEOMF I BY

The Italians’ algebn’ b it met i was onq x al hi iii aa try, the study
of algebraic varieties e I fik I n orn 1 u a rheir aim was
to further generalize the thcor5 of algebrab urve ‘she an nit gr:ds. theorem
of Riemann—Roch. Jacobian variety, classititation, , to surfaces and higher—
dimensional varieties. ‘flset had obtained a rich eeOc tio of a suIts, but some
mathematicians comi hi I al it um i a fin ii rnplete proofs.
Newcomers to the 6 10 in f ustrat’d het pcn el iflirulties simi
lar to the ones we mathematicians have jawada in (obowugi the arguments
of mathematical physicists (see 5]. where the Italian algebraic geometry is
especially mentioned)

In 1949, Seven gee i cot e talks i i i o t Italian way of
thinking [9]. It was, what S yen called, svnth , ippo ‘d to analytic,
and intuitive. And indeed, his writings ar not eve: a ss dod with formulae.
One avoids calculations, imagines to he caiculatiu v it bout doing it actually.
Seven distinguishes itls ho ipor fro Ii 10 e mple might be
an inductive proof h, .0: u ug I atement f ,. I g t ,“ instead

A description o Var a V%aerden a found tion ,s(p
preceded by a dis us ion of the classical Ita ia
some remarks as to the isefuiness of Van de Wac en’,

‘on eometry is
n ollowed by

(opts at present.
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